Figure 4-40. Project GN-R4. Copeland Park. Sheet 2 of 8.
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Figure 4-41. Project GN-R4. Bayshore Ln. Sheet 3 of 8.
Figure 4-42. Project GN-R4. Williamsburg. Sheet 4 of 8.
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Figure 4-43. Project GN-R4. Normandy Ln. Sheet 5 of 8.
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Figure 4-44. Project GN-R4. Morrison. Sheet 6 of 8.
Figure 4-45. Project GN-R4. Ferguson Park. Sheet 7 of 8.
Figure 4-46. Project GN-R4. Hampton Institute. Sheet 8 of 8.
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Figure 4-47. Project GN-R5. Dovercourt Rd. Sheet 1 of 6.
Figure 4-48. Project GN-R5. Dozier's Corner. Sheet2 of 6.
Figure 4-49. Project GN-R5. Arctic Ave. Sheet 3 of 6.
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Figure 4-50. Project GN-R5. Seay Ave. Sheet 4 of 6.
Figure 4-51. Project GN-R5. Powhatan Ave. Sheet 5 of 6.
Figure 4-52. Project GN-R5. Elmhurst Ln. Sheet 6 of 6.
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Figure 4-53. Project GN-R6. Arctic Ave. Sheet 1 of 2.
Figure 4-54. Project GN-R6. Newtown Rd. Sheet 2 of 2.
*Same map as GN-R3.
Figure 4-55. Project GN-R12. Fort Eustis. Sheet 1 of 3.
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Figure 4-56. Project GN-R12. Greensprings. Sheet 2 of 3.
Figure 4-57. Project GN-R12. Lodge Road. Sheet 3 of 3.
Figure 4-58. Project JR-R1. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-59. Project JR-R2. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-60. Project NP-R1. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-61. Project NP-R2. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-62. Project NP-R3. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-63. Project NP-R4. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-64. Project VIP-R1. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-65. Project VIP-R2. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-66. Project VIP-R3. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-67. Project VIP-R4. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-68. Project VIP-R5. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-69. Project VIP-R6. Sheet 1 of 1.

*Same map as GN-R3.*
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Figure 4-70. Project VIP-R7. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-71. Project VIP-R8. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-72. Project VIP-R10. Monroe Place. Sheet 1 of 5.
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Figure 4-73. Project VIP-R10. Hanover Ave. Sheet 2 of 5.
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Figure 4-74. Project VIP-R10. Richmond Crescent. Sheet 3 of 5.
Figure 4-75. Project VIP-R10. Jamestown Crescent. Sheet 4 of 5.
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Figure 4-76. Project VIP-R10. Powhatan Ave. Sheet 5 of 5.
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Figure 4-77. Project VIP-R11. City Park. Sheet 1 of 4.
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Figure 4-78. Project VIP-R11. Chesapeake Blvd. Sheet 2 of 4.
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Figure 4-79. Project VIP-R11. Luxembourg Ave. Sheet 3 of 4.
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Figure 4-80. Project VIP-R11. Ashland Circle. Sheet 4 of 4.
Figure 4-81. Project VIP-R12. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-82. Project VIP-R13. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-83. Project VIP-R14. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-84. Project VIP-R15. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-85. Project WB-R1. Sheet 1 of 1.
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Figure 4-86. Project YR-R1. Sheet 1 of 1.
Figure 4-87. Project YR-R2. Sheet 1 of 1.